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ANCHOR THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY AND BIBLE INSTITUTE
GENERAL INFORMATION

Sincere Christians from any country, race or creed are welcome to study with Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute. Our courses of Biblical study are designed for the student to progress at his/her own pace, yet be productive.

Anchor is highly supportive of the ministry of the local church. We believe the church is ordained of God and founded by the Lord Jesus Christ. Every member of our staff is an active member of a local church. The training we are committed to in this school is for use in and through the local church.

Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute is a ministry incorporated and chartered by the State of Arkansas as a not-for-profit religious institution. We have the privilege of granting degrees and certificates of merit to those who successfully complete our courses of study. The Director of the Arkansas Department of Higher Education has determined that Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute does not offer degree programs customarily offered at colleges and universities and has issued an Exemption from Certification. THE STUDENT SHOULD BE AWARE THAT THE DEGREE PROGRAMS OFFERED BY ANCHOR THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY AND BIBLE INSTITUTE MIGHT NOT TRANSFER TO ANOTHER SCHOOL. THE TRANSFER OF COURSE/DEGREE CREDIT IS DETERMINED BY THE RECEIVING INSTITUTION. Our school was created for the sole purpose of teaching the Bible through independent study and training Christian men and women to serve the Lord through local churches.

The Board of Directors, administration, and faculty of Anchor are dedicated to the strict observance of the Bible as the inspired Word of God to man. Each subscribes to the inerrancy and infallibility of the Holy Scriptures. The part of the Scriptures which we may not understand, we gladly accept by faith.

Often there are persons who would very much like to study the Scriptures at a Bible school, but cannot do so due to some prohibiting restraints. That person may have also desired to earn a degree or certificate of merit, but cannot see the feasibility or possibility of that dream transpiring. Anchor Theological Seminary makes it possible and practical for Bible school and Bible training to come to the student. We are committed to offering a degree in Bible study that is within the reach of everyone willing to put forth effort necessary in studying and learning from the Foundation of all knowledge.

To all who are interested in furthering their Biblical education, learning the history and historical doctrines of the church Jesus started, and growing spiritually as a servant of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, these courses of study are dedicated.
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MISSION STATEMENT

It is our mission to provide Bible study programs feasible for a conscientious student to utilize in seriously reading, studying and understanding the Scriptures, the Word of God. Believing and trusting the one true God of Holy Scripture, we know there will be a Godly change and development in the life of the person who studies the Bible to meet God the Father, God the Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, and God the Holy Spirit. The school commits itself to offer a disciplined program of study and application so that the student, under Holy God and by way of their personal priesthood as a believer, can learn and be renewed by His very mind. The school is dedicated to preserve and perpetuate the historical doctrines of that group of believers who have existed since the time of Christ and are now called “Baptists.”
HISTORY AND INTRODUCTION

On Thanksgiving Day in 1968, Dr. and Mrs. Clyde C. Patrick were touring the beautiful Ozark Mountains of northern Arkansas with Dr. James V. Martin. During that restful and enriching time they discussed the need for serious Bible study and the importance of the Word of God in our world. On this date and occasion the idea and the plan was born for a Bible institute. After much prayer for God’s leadership and blessing, it was some two and one-half years later that Dr. Martin and Dr. Patrick applied to the State of Georgia for a charter. Dr. Martin, an attorney, completed the necessary legal work for official recognition beginning in 1970.

Dr. Patrick, a faithful student of the Word of God, became the first president, with his wife Hazel, serving along with him. For a brief time in 1976-77 Dr. Patrick relinquished the reins due to failing health, resuming the presidency until his death in 1979.

On January 1, 1986 the school received a charter from the State of Arkansas.

Presidents who have succeeded Dr. Patrick are as follows: Dr. William Kenneth Meadows, Dr. Leon McDowell, Dr. Richard Thompson, and Dr. John Tisdale. Dr. Tisdale has served since August 1, 1990. Under his leadership Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute has continued to be strengthened.

A distance learning system makes readily available to the student education and training where he or she resides. Extension Centers operate in several states and foreign countries utilizing the curriculum of Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Dr. John Tisdale
President

In 1973, as a twenty-three year old Baptist pastor, I realized the need for more personal Bible study and education. I enrolled as a student in the Bible Institute founded by Dr. Clyde Patrick. As I completed the disciplined, personal Bible study required, I grew in my knowledge and understanding of Scripture.

My love for this ministry has spanned nearly four decades. I believe that the concept of a personal, disciplined plan of independent Bible study taught by the Holy Spirit is the most meaningful way possible to learn the great truths found in the eternal Word of God.

Too often Bible teaching institutes produce students that emulate a particular human personality affiliated with that institution rather than emulating the Divine personality of the Founder of our Faith, the Lord Jesus Christ. My desire is for our students to take on the personality of the Author of the Bible - not of some particular man.

Our world is experiencing chaos and confusion. Too many Christians are no less confused because they have left the Word of God as their authority and guide. I believe that the Lord Jesus Christ is the answer to every need man experiences and I am committed to promoting the study of the Bible which will equip men and women of various ages to be all our Lord wants them to be.

As you consider joining the student body and alumni of Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute, I pray God’s richest blessing be upon you.

Dr. John Tisdale
STATEMENT OF COMMITMENT
AND PURPOSE

Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute subscribes to a non-traditional form of study programs, following a non-traditional plan in comparison to the general method utilized for study of general subject matter.

Anchor primarily uses an external type of delivery system for its study programs. The distance learning methodology allows the school to be wherever the student is located. The student is encouraged by the very nature of the inductive and deductive study methods employed to exercise as much independent study as possible. The objective is to assist a person wanting to study the Bible in applying and living by the precious Word of God. The administration, faculty and Board of Directors all hold to a high view of and commitment to Holy Scripture. *When you have your Bible with you, you have the seminary with you.*

While no one will be excluded from study of the Bible who genuinely desires it and honestly pursues it, the school has absolutely no interest in, and will not be a party to, simply issuing diplomas while utilizing inferior study programs. The school shall make every attempt to understand and work with the student, recognizing that the bulk of communications will be via letters, the telephone, or email. Anchor reserves the right to function according to its mission statement in its requests concerning the student’s work and the quality control that is maintained and strived for in programs of study issued.

Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute desires to make it possible for any serious, born again person to study with a Bible institute and/or seminary. This program of studies will allow the student to conscientiously study the Bible for their personal spiritual growth with an enlarged capacity to share the understanding gained. *We work at ministering to the layperson’s interests and needs as well as the pastor, evangelist, missionary and other recognized church leadership.*

This method of individualized study has always been endorsed by the Scripture and the time has come for its implementation for many who want and need this type of disciplined work. The restoring of the necessary foundations for a healthy and productive life personally, in our families and in our churches, requires serious study of the Scriptures and obedience to them.

The Board of Directors and the leadership of the school are committed to this purpose and mission. It is a labor of love for the Lord Jesus Christ, His Word and His church to provide this ministry.

*“Thou therefore, my son, be strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus, and the things that thou hast heard of me among many witnesses, the same commit thou to faithful men, who shall be able to teach others also.”* 2 Timothy 2:1-2
ACCREDITATION AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute is aligned with the Accrediting Commission International, P. O. Drawer 102, Beebe, Arkansas 72012, the world’s largest non-government school accrediting association. Their website is www.accreditnow.com. This alignment is evaluated on an annual basis by both the accrediting institution and by the school. Accrediting Commission International is not recognized by the U.S. Department of Education. This area of responsibility is brought before the Board for an annual review and decision. The agency to which we have accepted accountability refrains from dictating school policy, while offering recommendations, suggestions, and directions for strengthening and for development of higher quality education. Transfer or recognition of past studies ultimately is handled by the individual school to which one is applying.

As Bible believers we recognize we are to operate in accordance with the laws of the land and pledge to comply with all city, county, state, federal, and international codes of operation.

DOCTRINAL STATEMENT

The following statements pertaining to key doctrines reflect our theological position.

• We believe in the historic Baptist faith and practice.

• We believe the Authorized King James Bible is the preserved Word of God for English speaking people.

• We believe the Great Commission was given by our Lord Jesus Christ to New Testament churches.

• We believe any sinner can be saved and transformed by the grace of God.

• We believe “repentance toward God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ” (Acts 20:21) are necessary for salvation.

• We believe church members should have a desire to be Christ-like in their daily living.

• We believe in the pre-millennial return of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.

A detailed Doctrinal Statement is available upon request.
QUESTIONS GENERALLY ASKED

*Why should I pursue further Bible study?

In II Timothy 2:15 we read, “Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth.” As a Christian and church leader, you should be able to give Biblical answers to those who see the futility of man’s philosophy. Our courses of study deal directly with the text of Scripture.

*What advantage is there in studying the Bible through Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute?

Our program has been tried, tested, and proven to be effective and is designed to give the student an organized plan of studying the Scriptures utilizing the inductive method of Bible study.

*Who will benefit from these courses?

All Christians will profit, but especially if one assumes a leadership role in the church he will find these courses of immense benefit. Our students are pastors, evangelists, youth ministers, Sunday school teachers, minister’s wives and lay persons.

*Must I belong to a Baptist church to enroll?

No. We have students from various denominational backgrounds who have testified Anchor Theological Seminary & Bible Institute was beneficial to them. However, students should understand and respect our doctrinal position.

*Are there any racial/ethnic requirements for enrollment?

No, we do not discriminate against any race, ethnic group, creed or sex.

*If I have a diploma/degree from a college, university, seminary or Bible institute, may I begin at the next level of study above my diploma?

Yes, but you must submit proof of the level you have attained with an official transcript along with your application. Your diploma/degree must be in the field of Biblical studies. Deficiencies will be handled at the discretion of the administration.

*Will all colleges recognize work completed with Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute?

No. Some colleges will not recognize the work you complete with Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute. All schools accredited by the Accrediting Commission International are obligated to recognize work completed by Anchor. The student should be aware that the degree programs we offer might not transfer to other institutions. The transfer of course/degree credit is determined by the receiving institution. If you think you may need to transfer your work, it is advisable to check with the institution at the outset.
**Is Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute accredited?**

Yes, our school is fully accredited by the Accrediting Commission International, the world’s largest non-government accrediting association. Please find this section in the Table of Contents for further reading.

**Is the diploma I earn through Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute equivalent to a degree earned in a state supported college or university?**

No, our diplomas are limited to the field of Bible study. We do not offer traditional academic courses such as math, history, literature, science, etc. Our school is designed for the student who desires to study the Bible. We are not a liberal arts school. We confer degrees or sacred certificates of merit upon completion of prescribed courses of study. The Director of the Arkansas Department of Higher Education has determined that Anchor Theological Seminary & Bible Institute does not offer degree programs customarily offered at colleges and universities and has issued an Exemption from Certification.

**Do I need an extensive library to complete these courses?**

No. You will need a King James Version of the Holy Bible, a concordance (such as Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance or Cruden’s Complete Concordance), a Bible dictionary (such as Unger’s Bible Dictionary and/or Vine’s Expository Dictionary), and a good dictionary (such as Webster’s Dictionary). Commentaries are helpful and can often be borrowed from your local church library. Dispensational Truths by Clarence Larkin is a valuable aid to Bible study. We have attempted to keep text books at a minimum. You will be informed of required books.

**How can I afford to enroll with ATSBI?**

A monthly payment plan is available and affordable for any student who sincerely desires a Bible education. Many churches help their pastor or staff member by assisting with the tuition when they are informed.

---

**COURSE WORK**

Course studies shall be completed in an academic manner. Completion time for various levels of study is listed below. A twelve month extension can be requested if the student contacts the administration in writing. Provisions are made for handicaps such as blindness or a physical disability which makes writing and/or typing difficult. These special arrangements may be made with the administration.

- Associate level – 2 years
- Bachelor level – 3 years
- Master level – 3 years
- Doctoral level – 4 years
FINANCIAL INFORMATION

The Administration and the Board of Directors are dedicated to keeping the tuition cost as low as possible. Some of the courses have a limited number of required texts. These are available for purchase from our bookstore or can be borrowed from church libraries. The texts recommended in a course will often be considered a classic, therefore one that will benefit the personal library of the student.

**Tuition costs are listed on the Student Application. Additional fees include an application fee of $50.00, course material fees of $50.00 per course, book fees, and elective course fees (about $15.00 to $30.00 per elective).**

Upon graduation, the student will pay the diploma preparation fee of $35.00 (additional diplomas are $10.00 each if ordered with the original diploma). Professional framing in a very attractive walnut frame is $39.50. Transcripts are $10.00 each. (An official transcript will only be sent to another school. The student can request an unofficial transcript for $10.00).

Students may audit elective classes in one of our extension schools and receive no credit. Please consult the administration as to audit fees.

There is a graduation fee (cap, gown, etc.) charged for participation in a commencement program. The fee is waived if one chooses to not participate in a ceremony.

MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN

A monthly payment plan makes our courses affordable for anyone serious about Bible study. The plan is simple. Pay the deposit fee (minimum of $100.00) on the study plan you intend to pursue. By the twenty fifth of each month thereafter, make a payment of at least $40.00 until your tuition is paid in full.

A service/bookkeeping fee of $35.00 is added to the tuition amount when the MPP is utilized. Payments may be made by money order, cashier’s check or personal check. Please do not mail cash. A service charge of $35.00 will be added to the account if a check is returned due to insufficient funds.
COURSES OF STUDY

There are two divisions of Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute – the Bible Institute division and the Seminary division. The Seminary division has three levels, undergraduate level, graduate level, and a postgraduate level.

ANCHOR BIBLE INSTITUTE

STUDY PROGRAMS

Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute offers the following study programs. Our Anchor Bible Institute division is designed for Bible students who are not particularly interested in a degree in Biblical studies. Many pastors and teachers have found the ELECTIVE COURSES we offer beneficial not only for their personal study, but also for teaching members of their congregation or study group. Following are elective courses that can be studied or taught in Bible institutes. However, the pastor/teacher/church must receive permission for Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute to copy this material. Certificates of completion can be ordered from our office and presented to students who complete any of these courses.

The courses are also used as electives in our seminary division and are continually being fine-tuned and improved so as to meet the needs of ministry today. These courses of study are listed on page 20-23 of this catalog. Additional elective courses are being prepared and will be added to the list. Please check with our Administrative office for other courses.
ASSOCIATE IN BIBLICAL STUDIES (ABS)

Section 1

This program is designed to equip the student in the fundamentals of personal independent Bible study. This course is the first increment in the sequential, foundational plan for equipping the sincere student of the Bible. The Associate in Biblical Studies course is divided into two sections and is designed to begin guiding the student through the Bible in survey fashion. The student may choose from several elective courses and must be involved in ministry.

Section 1 includes studies in: The Importance of Bible Study; How to Begin Bible Study; The New Birth; Manuscript Evidence; Genesis; Psalms; Proverbs; John; Romans; and James. Four hours of elective courses (Bible Analysis and Soteriology are recommended) and four credit hours of approved ministry work. The book *Let's Weigh the Evidence* by Barry Burton is required for Section 1 of this course of studies.

ASSOCIATE IN BIBLICAL STUDIES (ABS)

Section 2

Section 2 of the Associate in Biblical Studies is the second level of our core curriculum plan. Section 2 includes studies in: Getting to Know Your Bible; Using An Exhaustive Concordance; Doctrine of Sin; Personal Relationship With Christ; Exodus; Leviticus; Numbers; Deuteronomy; Joshua; Ezra; Nehemiah; Esther; Matthew; Mark; Luke; Acts; Galatians; Ephesians; Philippians, Colossians. Four credit hours of electives are required (Pneumatology and Christology are suggested) and four approved credit hours of ministry are required. **An exhaustive concordance is required in this course of study.** Upon completion of Section 1 and 2 (50 Credit hours) the student is awarded the Associate in Biblical Studies degree.
BACHELOR OF BIBLICAL STUDIES (BBS)

The prerequisite for entering the Bachelor of Biblical Studies program is the successful completion of all requirements listed in the Associate in Biblical Studies (ABS) program. This program introduces the student to an extensive personal Bible study program that takes the student through the Bible in one year. It is designed to assist the student in an honest, daily Bible reading.

Included in this course is a Bible-reading program that will hopefully be a part of the student for the remainder of his/her life. All of the other books of the Bible that have not been surveyed in the Associate in Biblical Studies program are included in this course of study. In addition the student will complete a study on the Holy Spirit. Four credit hours of electives are required (Satanology, Demonology, and the Underworld…and Eschatology are recommended) and ten approved credit hours of ministry are required.

Upon completion of 110 Credit hours (50 Credit hours from the ABS and 60 Credit hours from the BBS) the student is awarded the Bachelor of Biblical Studies degree.

BACHELOR OF THEOLOGY (THB)

The prerequisite for entering the Bachelor of Theology program is the successful completion of all requirements listed in the Associate of Biblical Studies program. This program is designed for the student who has experienced a Divine call to the ministry or desires to seriously prepare for a church leadership role. The requirements are the same as the Bachelor of Bible Studies program with additional courses and a thesis. Additional courses include eleven studies on God the Father and a study the Pastoral Ministry. The thesis guides the student into a study of the new birth according to the teachings of Jesus and Paul. Three approved credit hours of ministry are required. Upon completion of 130 Credit hours the student is awarded the Bachelor of Theology degree.
ANCHOR THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY  
GRADUATE STUDY PROGRAMS

Master of Biblical Studies (MBS)

The prerequisite for entering the Master of Biblical Studies program is a Bachelor degree in the field of Biblical Studies.

The Master of Biblical Studies requires the completion of 60 credit hours which includes a thesis. The student will conduct a study of the Parables of Jesus in the Gospels and interact with the Miracles of Jesus. All of this investigation will relate to a study of the life and ministry of Christ on earth as the God-Man. This program of study will be of interest to the Bible teacher serving in a local church. The student must be involved in approved ministry. Upon completion the student is awarded the Master of Biblical Studies degree.

Master of Theology (MTH)

The prerequisite for entering the Master of Theology program is a Bachelor degree in the field of Biblical Studies.

The student entering the Master of Theology program of study with any deficiencies, as compared to the Bachelor of Theology curriculum, may be required to complete those studies in conjunction with the existing degree requirements. The Master of Theology requires a successful completion of 90 credit hours which includes a thesis. This study plan is designed for the pastoral ministry with an attempt to address all the fundamental and basic areas needed. The pastoral ministry continues to grow in its challenges. A seminary program cannot supply everything a pastor will ever need, but it can equip him to accept the necessity of continued study and growth, and teach him how to get the equipping he needs at a given time. The focus of this planned study program is upon applied theology.

Upon completion the student is awarded the Master of Theology degree.
ANCHOR THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
POSTGRADUATE STUDY PROGRAMS

DOCTORAL PROGRAMS OF STUDY

Anchor Theological Seminary and Bible Institute offers two Doctoral programs of study. These are the Doctor of Pastoral Theology (ThD) and the Doctor of Christian Philosophy (DCP). The offer of doctoral studies does not mean automatic enrollment into that program. There may be the necessity of an interview with an application, which will require producing evidences you are prepared and capable of taking on the specified studies and applied ministry. A student may be required to successfully complete a regimen of studies to satisfy the deficiency in requirements. This preparation may be considered necessary before full entrance into the doctoral program, or as an integral component.

Doctor of Pastoral Theology (ThD)

The prerequisite for entering the Doctor of Pastoral Theology program is a Master’s degree in the field of Biblical Studies.

Any deficiencies of a qualified student to enter this program of study may be addressed in the scope of the total requirements. In this program of studies the student researches the development and articulation of a Biblical and Christian theology that relates specifically to the ministry of the planting, establishing, and functioning of a healthy local church. This involves the pastor, missionary, evangelist, or associate pastor. This program of study begins with the foundation of the indwelling life of the Lord Jesus Christ as taught in the books of Acts and the Pastoral Epistles. The student will continue with an application of the basic systematic doctrines of Scripture to develop and a strategy and plan for Biblical evangelism and discipleship for multiplication. The achievement of healthy reproduction and spiritual growth in the members constituting a local church is pursued in study and practice. The successful completion of these studies is intended to issue into a dissertation or major ministry project which produces a functional and applied Biblical ministry of the local church.

Upon completion the student is awarded the Doctor of Pastoral Theology degree.
**Doctor of Christian Philosophy (DCP)**

The prerequisite for entering the Doctor of Christian Philosophy program is a Master’s degree in the field of Biblical Studies.

Any deficiencies of a qualified student to enter this program of Biblical studies may be addressed in the scope of the total requirements. In this program of studies the student works with the successful development and articulation of a Biblical and Christian philosophy of life and ministry. This not only researches the local church but also interacts with the reality of daily living the Christian life among the challenges of life in the world-system. This will involve the lay Christian teacher and worker or the pastor, evangelist, missionary, or associate on a local church staff. Through inductive and deductive studies of the Scriptures, coupled with the reading and study of additional books and materials, the student writes a series of position papers or study materials that relate to the development of a person’s Christian philosophy of life. Many, if not all, of the studies conducted by the student will produce and conduct a discipleship process with people in a local church, ministry of the church, or chaplaincy ministry. A dissertation or major ministry project that is both studied and practiced will complete the requirements for this process of Biblical education.

Upon completion the student is awarded the Doctor of Christian Philosophy degree.
DESCRIPTION OF ELECTIVE COURSES

Following are the elective courses presently offered. Other courses will be available as they are prepared.

APOL 201 – Doctrine of God
Credit hours: 2

_The Doctrine of God_ course consists of eight lessons written in manuscript form plus a test for each lesson. Because it is an Apologetics course, the student will not only learn what the Bible says about God the Father, but will also learn how to defend the doctrine of God against false teachings. The student will be presented: Who Is God; The Doctrine of the Trinity; The Names of God; and The Fear of God. The book “The Triune of God” is required for this course.

APOL 202 – Christology
Credit hours: 2

_Christology_ is the study of the Doctrine of the Lord Jesus Christ – the Second Person of the Trinity. Because it is an Apologetics course, the student will not only learn what the Bible says about the Lord Jesus Christ, but will also learn how to defend the Doctrine of Christ against false teachings. The following subjects will be presented in manuscript form plus a test for each lesson: Prophesies of the Life & Ministry of Christ; The Life and Miracles of Christ; Are There Miracles Today?; The Doctrine of the Virgin Birth; The Deity of Christ; Objections to the Deity of Christ; The Relationship of the Father to the Son; The Humanity of Jesus Christ; The Sinlessness of Christ; Objections to the Sinlessness of Christ; The Character of Christ; The Death of Christ; and The Resurrection of Christ.

APOL 203 - Pneumatology
Credit hours: 2

_Pneumatology_ is the study of the Doctrine of the Holy Spirit. In this Apologetics course the student will not only learn what the Bible says about the Holy Spirit, but will also learn how to defend the Doctrine of the Holy Spirit against false teachings. The following subjects will be presented in manuscript form plus a test for each lesson: God, the Holy Spirit; The Personality of the Holy Spirit; The Deity of the Holy Spirit; The Deity and Names of the Holy Spirit; The Work of the Holy Spirit; The Blasphemy of the Holy Spirit; Sins Against the Holy Spirit; The Spirit-filled Life; The Baptism of the Holy Spirit; The Fruit of the Holy Spirit; and The Power of the Holy Spirit.
CL 201 – The Sermon On The Mount

Credit hours: 1

Matthew 5-7. The Sermon on the Mount presents the moral, spiritual, and ethical standards members of the Lord’s church are to live by. The following subjects will be presented in this course: Introduction to the Sermon on the Mount; The Beatitudes; The Salt of the Earth and the Light of the World; The Law of Moses; What Is Christianity; Spiritual Foresight; Attitude, Spiritual Service, and God’s Blessing.

MIN 201 – The Pastoral Ministry

Credit hours: 2

The Pastoral Ministry course is primarily for the student who desires to serve as a minister in a local New Testament church. It focuses on the practical aspects of the pastoral ministry. However, many laymen have greatly profited from this study course because it gives them a better knowledge of the work of the pastoral ministry. It will be of benefit to every sincere church member. The following subjects will be presented in manuscript form plus a test for each lesson: The Divine Call; Preaching Effectively; The Sermon; The Philosophy of Preaching; What to Preach; The Pastor Pastoring; The Effective Use of Language; Helps For the Pastor; The Wedding Ceremony; Premarital Counseling; The Funeral Service; The Business Meeting; The Baptismal Service; and The Lord’s Supper Service.

BD 302 – Soteriology

Credit Hours: 2

Soteriology is the study of the Doctrines of Salvation and consists of 10 in depth lessons in manuscript form plus a test for each lesson. The subjects presented are: Faith; God’s Wrath; Repentance; Remission; What Happens at Salvation; Justification; Regeneration; Adoption; and Sanctification.

BD 301 – Satanology, Demonology, and the Underworld

Credit hours – 2

Satanology, Demonology, and the Underworld is an in-depth study of the enemies of Father God, the Lord Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, the people of God, the Church, the Word of God. The Bible student will be taught “who” Satan is; the difference between Satan’s angels and fallen angels and demons. There is an in-depth study of demons: who they are, where they came from, and how to deal with them today. The Doctrine of Cosmogony (the origin of the earth) will also be dealt with in this study. Every Christian should take this course so as to be more knowledgeable as to his enemy is. The lessons are presented in manuscript form with a test following each lesson.
ECCL 201 - Ecclesiology

Credit hours: 2

Ecclesiology course focuses on those historical Baptist doctrines that distinguish Baptists from all other religious organizations. The following subjects will be presented in manuscript form with a test following each lesson: Scriptural Baptism; The Lord’s Supper; The Prophesy and Origin of the Church; The Bible: Our Final Authority; Jesus Personally Founded His Church; The New Testament Order of New Testament Commands; A Regenerated Church Membership; The Absolute Equality of Church Members; The Perpetuity of the Church; The Destiny of the Church; The Parable of the Wedding Garment; The Parable of the Talents; The Scriptural Office of Deacon; The Scriptural Office of Pastor; The Eternal Security of the Believer; and Effective Witnessing.

BSM 301-A – Bible Analysis (How to Understand the Bible)

Credit Hours: 2

Bible Analysis will teach the sincere Christian how to study the Bible so as to be able intelligently and accurately interpret any passage of Scripture in the Bible. The following subjects will be presented in manuscript form with a test following each lesson: How to Study the Bible; What the Bible Is; Rightly Dividing the Word; Our Present Rule and Guide; The Five-Point Question Rule; The Proper Application Rule; The Old Testament and Today; The Relevance of the Old Testament Today; The Inspiration of the Scriptures; The Preservation of the Scriptures; Are There Miracles Today; and An Analysis of Mark 16 and Misapplied Scriptures.

BD 303 – Eschatology

Credit hours: 2

Eschatology is the study of the Second Coming of our Lord Jesus Christ or the End Times. The course consists of 25 lessons in manuscript form plus a test following each lesson. These lessons deal with today and continue through the Millennium. This is an exciting study that reveals who the enemy of God is… who the Antichrist is… and much more. The study of the book of Revelation and the End Times will become “alive.” Many students who have been involved in Christian work for many years have testified this is the best study of the Second Coming of Christ they have ever seen. Subjects taught are: Different Theological Views; The Purpose of the Second Coming; How Christ Is Coming; The Place of the Second Coming; The Manner of the Second Coming; The Signs of the Second Coming; The Tribulation; The Bitter-Sweet Little Book; The Man-child; The Beast; The False Prophet; The 144,000; Armageddon; Satan Bound and Released; The First Resurrection; The Millennium… and much more.
ADMISSIONS INFORMATION

TRANSFER OF CREDIT

ATSBI offers courses only in the field of Biblical studies. If previous class work on an undergraduate level has been taken in the area of Biblical studies and a satisfactory grade was earned, it may very well be accepted for one of our courses. An official transcript from that school must be submitted to us before credit can be applied.

STUDENT CONDUCT

Students are to live, by the aid of the Holy Spirit, according to the moral, spiritual, and ethical standards of the New Testaments. Students should be modest in appearance and abstain from foul or abusive language.

DROPPING POLICY

A student wishing to withdraw from a program of study must contact the administration. Students defaulting on their financial arrangements will be dropped.

REINSTATEMENT POLICY

A student who had been dropped may, upon the discretion of the administration, be reinstated. The respective student must request reinstatement in writing. There will be a reinstatement fee of $100.00. The fee for replacing course material is $75.00.

GRADUATION SERVICES

A formal graduation ceremony is usually conducted annually. Any graduate is welcome to participate in a graduation exercise. However, attendance at a formal commencement service is not required. The diploma can be mailed to the student. A fee may be required for participation in a graduation service.

TRANSCRIPTS

Official transcripts are available for $10.00 per transcript. Official transcripts are only sent to schools. Unofficial transcripts are available for $10.00 and can be sent to the student. No transcripts will be issued unless all work has been completed and all financial obligations with the school have been satisfied.
DISTANCE EDUCATIONAL LEARNING

Convenient, Proven, and Effective

We Specialize in Offering

Distance Learning for

Pastors, Associate Pastors,
Church Staff Members Lay people,
Evangelists and Missionaries.

DISTANCE EDUCATIONAL LEARNING DEFINED

Distance Learning, also called Correspondence Courses and Off-Campus Educational Programs, are not just recently developed educational methods. They were in actuality employed by John Wesley who used the home-study method to effectively counsel and train ministers and laymen from 1777-1782. Matthew Henry is said to have employed this same effective approach to spiritual study and education as well.

A little over a century ago, this same method of learning was used by the University of London, England, as well as other prominent universities of Europe. It was not until the 1950’s and 1960’s that Distance Education began to really emerge from its infancy and become a more established method of training. It has since become a popular, well-used educational method in numerous Bible colleges and universities as well as many secular institutions of learning. The only realistic way that many students are able to receive a thorough university level education is by the use of Distance Learning.

What are the benefits of Distance Education?

1. Education becomes accessible in rural areas or even other countries.

2. Students may complete their education without the loss of employment due to relocation.

3. It allows the students the flexibility needed to maintain their home responsibilities.

4. Students may set their own pace of study, allowing some to complete their work earlier while others may take longer.

5. Prospective students may enroll and begin studies at any time rather than having to wait for a specific fall term or spring term to start.

6. In many instances, Distance Learning is somewhat more reasonable than the traditional on-campus setting.